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ON THE HODGE GROUPS OF SOME ABELIAN VARIETIES

BY HIDEO IMAI

In this paper we shall consider the Hodge group Hg(Λ) of an abelian variety
A which is a product -of elliptic curves and give the following result:

For non-isogenous elliptic curves Ei (i=l, 2, •••, n),

Hg(Eλx - xEn)=Hg(EJx ... xHg(En).

Secondly we shall show that the Serre's conjecture about the relation between
Hodge groups and /-adic representations is true if the abelian variety concerned
are of the above type (under some condition concerning /-adic representations).

1. Let Λ=Cg/L be a complex torus of dimension g. Denoting by V the
Q-linear span of L, we obtain the following data:

( i ) a 2g -dimensional Q-vector space V
(ii) a complex structure on VR=Vξ2)QR;
(ni) a lattice LdV.

The datum (ii) is equivalent to either of the following data:

(ii') an endomorphism J:VR^VR such that J2= — 1;
(ii") a homomorphism of algebraic groups φ:T-+GL(V) defined over R

where T is the compact 1-dimensional torus over R, i.e., TR—{z^C\
\z\=l} and such that φ, as a representation of Gm, has weights +1
and — 1, each with multiplicity g.

Now we define the Hodge group of A, written Hg(A), as the smallest sub-
group of GL(V) defined over Q and containing φ(T).

From this definition we have that for any complex tori A1} A2,Hg(A1xA2)
dHg(A1)xHg(A2), and that the projection to the z-th factor Hg(A1)xHg(A2)
^Hg(Al) is surjective when restricted to Hg(AlxA2) (i=l,2).

It is known that Hg(A) is always connected reductive, with compact center,
and its semi-simple part is of Hermitian type if A is an abelian variety (cf. [1]).

2. In this section we describe the Hodge group of an abelian variety which
is a product of elliptic curves.
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Let E be an elliptic curve. It is well known that Hg(E) is a 1 -dimensional
torus if E is of CM-type (i. e., φ(T)=Hg(E} is defined over Q), and that Hg(E)
=SL2 if E is not of CM-type (cf. [2], § 2).

Now our result is :

PROPOSITION. Let Ei=ViR/Li (i=l, 2, — , n) be non-isogenous elliptic curves,
then

Hg(E1X - xEn)=Hg(E1)x ..

Proof. Put Hi^Hg(Ei) (i=l, 2, .«• , n\ H=Hg(E,X ••. x£J, and let 0, : T->
GL(Vτ) be the map which gives the complex structure on Et (i=l, 2, ••• ,n).

We devide the proof into three cases.
Firstly we suppose that all Et are of CM-type with CM-field Ki=Q(V—dt)

(dτ is a square-free positive integer). We suppose that 0ί(V--Γ) is given as
the multiplication by V— ̂ ®l/Vζ on Vi®R=Kt®R (i=l, — , n) since other
cases where some φi(V— 1) is the multiplication by — V— di®!/ Vdl can be
treated similarly (cf. [6], Chapter 5). Then taking 1, V— <ί* as a Q-basis of /£»,
we can represent φi(z) (z=a-\-b\/—l , \z\=l, a,b<=Q) as:

/ a bVΐ/dl\ (z 0 \

&(*)= , , _ rΛ"1 r*
\-W»VlM fl / \ 0 z-1/

where A t is a constant matrix.
As //C^/iX ." xHn^G^r H is defined by equations of following form if we

identify H as a subgroup of Gi (via conjugation by A on the i-th component) :

(*) IW-l foeZ)
1 = 1

where X% is the z'-th coordinate of Gm
We want to prove ^=0 (z=l, ••• , n).
As (2, — ,z)eG£ (corresponding to (φfc), — , ̂ n(z))eJΪ) satisfies (*), we

have Σe<=0.

As # is defined over Q, Λ:σe7/ for all zeT/ and for all <τeAut(C). Take
primes Pι, ,Ps which devide some d% and take σeAut(C) such that σ(Vpj)=
— ^¥3 U=l, — , s ) , σ(Vq')=Vg' (for other primes q). Putting the point of Gί
corresponding to (φι(z)σ, ••• , φn(z)a)^H in (*) (with z—a+b V^T ', a,b(ΞQ, 1*1=1,
hence φi(z)σ=φi(zyi where 6i=±l), we have:

(**) Σ *i=0

where P— {^, ~,ps} and P0={^tl Σ ordp(ί/t) : odd}. Suppose Pι, — ,Pt are all
p<ΞP

the distinct primes appearing in some dl and suppose integers eτ are given so
as to satisfy (**) for any subset Pd{plt ~ ,pt}. We use the induction on t to
prove et=Q (i=l, ••• , n).
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The case t— 1 is trivial.
Let dlt ~ ,dm be all dt such that PtXdt (by renumbering dτ, if necessary).

In order to use the induction hypothesis we must prove the following equation :

Σ *i=0

where P is a subset of {plt — ,Pt-ι}
But this follows easily from the following equations :

Σ et= Σ βf= Σ e%+ Σ e*=
<={pt}e l^i^m di<=PQ di

l^i^m l

Σ et= Σ 0*+ Σ 0i=

,= Σ

where Pe={rfJ Σordp(d t): even}.
pep

Therefore we have ^— ••• — βm=0.
Applying the same argument to other pJ9 we see that the proposition is true

in this case.
Secondly suppose that all Et are not of CM-type. Then Hi=SL(Vl) (i=l,

••• , n). We use the induction on n and suppose that the proposition is true for
n-1.

Suppose HφHiX ••• x/fn and write H=H' D (almost direct product) where
jfP is a semi-simple subgroup and D is a central torus both defined over Q.
Let p : #->//! X — X/fn-! be the projection to IX — Xn-1 factor, then £(#')=

^=lp(H),p(HK=HιX -. x/f^ since p(H)=Hg(E1x - xJBB.1)=ίί1x -
by induction hypothesis. As the ranks of #7 and f / j X ••• X/?n-ι are

equal and as #ιX ••• X//n-ι is simply-connected, we see that ίl#' is an iso-
morphism. Let

(ίlff7)-1 ίrn7: HίX-xHn^ - >H/dH1x - xHn — > f f n .

Then f is a non-trivial homomorphism (prn(Hf}—Hn similarly as above) and /f7

contains the following group (which is equal to H' from dimension counting) :

As D centralizes H' and as D is contained in SL(VΊ)x «•• χSL(VJ, we see
/}={!}. Put γi=γ\HlJ then we see that 7t is either a trivial homomorphism or
an isomorphism as both H% and Hn are isomorphic to SL2. Let 7^, ••• , γm be non-
trivial ones (by renumbering Et if necessary). As γ(xlt 1, ••• , 1, xt, 1, ••• , 1)=
Γι(;cι)Γί(Λ:t)— Γί(Λ:t)λι(Λ:ι) an(i as ΓίC^i) runs °ver all the elements of SL(Vl} for
i^m, we see m=l. Hence:
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As Hλ^Hn^SL2, and as Aut(SL2)=Inn aut(SL2), there exists an isomorphism
a : Vl-^Vn defined over Q (as TΊ is defined over Q) such that TΊ is induced from a.

We have γ^prl=prn from the above presentation of H. Applying this formula

to (&( V=T), - ,Φn( V^T)), we have φn( V=T)=rι(&( V=T))=αo01( V=Γ)o«-\
i. e., α is C-linear. Therefore some integral multiple of a defines an isogeny
E^En. This is a contradiction.

Lastly suppose Elt — ,Em are of CM-type and Em+1, — ,En are not of CM-
type. Write H=H' D as before.

Denote by p (q resp.) the projection to Ix ••• Xm factor (w+lx « « • xn factor
resp.). Then p(D)=p(H)=Hg(E1X ••• xEm)=H1x ••• χ#m as #' has no non-
trivial character and as H^Gm (i^m\ and q(H')=q(lH, H~]}=[_q(H\
Em+1x .. x£n as q(H)=Hg(Em+1x ••• xEn)=Hm+ίx ••• x#n.

Hence dim /ί=dimD+ dim /ί^Σ dim (//»).
1=1

Therefore we have H^H^X ~ xHn.

3. Remarks.

If £α and E2 are isogenous elliptic curves, the Hodge group of
obtained as :

where λ:E1-^E2 is an isogeny viewed as a map V^-*^, and
GL(Vz) is the map induced from λ To see this, we first observe that the right
hand side contains the group φ(T) which gives the complex structure on E^E^
and is defined over Q. Hence the left hand side is contained in the right hand
side. On the other hand as dim Hg(E1xE2)^άim Hg(El\ which follows from
the surjectivity of M restricted to Hg(E1xE2), we have the desired equality.

For the product of elliptic curves (isogenous or not), its Hodge group can
be obtained as follows :

Let £/*> (i=l, — , n, j=l, — , mt) be elliptic curves such that £/*>, EjP> are
isogenous and £,(ί), Ej,^ (iφi'} are non-isogenous. Then,

where

Jm(//)=the diagonal subgroup of Hm .

We outline the proof of this and we use induction on the number of elliptic
curves. Let £,cί) be as above and let E be another elliptic curve. If E is iso-
genous to some £jcί), say Efn\ then one can prove by the similar argument as

win

before that Hg(.ΠE,wxE')sίAΛ*+1(Hg(E1™y). From the fact Hg(Π.E^xE)c:

Hg( Π E^xHgdlE^xE), dimHg(τiE^xE)^dimHg(TlE)^, and from
l^ί^n-1,3 3 1>,J 1,3

the induction hypothesis on Π E^ we have disired isomorphism by dimension
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counting. In the case when E is non-isogenous to any E^\ the case when
mi=l (i= 1, — ,rϊ) has been proved in the proposition and the case when some
mz>l may be reduced to the above case by interchanging E^ and E.

There is a conjecture due to Serre, which states the relation between the
Hodge group and /-adic representation as follows :

Let A be an abelian variety of dimension g defined over an algebraic number
field K of finite degree. Let

Pi : G=Gal (K/K) — ̂  Aut (T,(Λ))=sGLaιr(Zt)

be the /-adic representation attached to A where K is the algebraic closure of
K and Ti(A) is the Tate module of A.

Let & be the Lie algebra of /-adic Lie group pι(G), and let ΐ) be the Lie
algebra of Hg(A), then

In the case when A is the product of two elliptic curves (with some re-
striction concerning /-adic representations) this conjecture is verified easily by
the proposition of this paper and by the theorems 6, 7 of [5], § 6.

In the case when A is the product of elliptic curves, this conjecture is also
true as the proposition and the following statement show (in what follows all
elliptic curves are assumed to be defined over an algebraic number field K).

(i) Let Ei (i=l, ~ ,ri) be elliptic curves not of CM-type such that their
associated /-adic representations p^ are not equivalent over any finite
extension of K. Denoting by & the Lie algebra of Galois group repre-
sented by EjX ••• xEn, and by gt

(ί) the Lie algebra of /o£

cί)(G), then

(ii) Let Ei (z=l, * ,n) be non-isogenous CM-type elliptic curves. By using
the same notations as in (i), we have the same result as in (i).

The proof of (i) is almost the same as that of the proposition. In fact using
induction on n, under the hypothesis that (i) is false for n, the projection g^
{(*!»••• ,*n-ι) I *ί^flίcί), TτXi=ΎrXj} is an isomorphism by the similar argument
when restricted to the semi-simple parts and on the radical parts it may be
verified easily by taking traces on both sides (cf. [3] Chapter 1, § 1, 2). From
this one can prove that some g£

(ί) is isomorphic to 0ιcτ° by the same argument
as in the proof of the proposition. This contradicts to the hypothesis in (i),
hence we have the disired result.

For the proof of (ii) we use the result of complex multiplication. Let
Ki=Q(VIId'l) be the CM-field corresponding to Et (ι'=l, — , n). Put L=Kλ ••• Kn.
Identify K% with the Cartan subalgebra of βla defined by K%. It is known that
βι={(*ι, ••' ,Xn)\Xi=TrLι/κnX, for some *eLJ where Lι=L®QQι (cf. [5], §4,5,
Theorem 5). Since the trace of QΪ2 coincides with ΎτKi/Q on Kt it is enough to
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prove that for any Xi^Kτ such that TrKi/QXi=TrKj/QXj (i,j=l, •••, n), there exists

x<=L such that TrL/Kix=Xι. But this is elementary and can be proved easily.
Let Elt ••• ,Em be elliptic curves as in (i), and let Em+1, ••• ,En be as in (ii),

then we can prove the same result as in (i) using exactly the same argument
as in the proof of proposition.
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